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a b s t r a c t
Perpetual pavements are in existence since 1960 with satisfactory performance. These
pavements are usually designed based on the endurance limit property of bound pavement
materials, which is the critical stress or strain, below which the material can be subjected
to an infinite number of load repetitions without causing fatigue failure. The endurance
limit value significantly affects the design of a perpetual pavement. Various methods have
been proposed for determination of endurance limits for different types of bound pavement materials. This paper presents a comprehensive review of such methods and suggests
the suitable method to be adopted for the determination of endurance limit based on
bound material type after critical discussions.
Ó 2019 Tongji University and Tongji University Press. Publishing Services by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Rapid growth in traffic, material scarcity and environmental concerns are compelling future road designs to be economical, sustainable and maintenance free (Ferne, 2006). A long-life asphalt pavement or perpetual pavement meets these criteria. By definition, any pavement lasting more than 40 years without requiring structural rehabilitation is termed a
perpetual pavement (APA, 2002). A perpetual pavement can thus sustain all the traffic load expected on it for a period of
40 years without failing structurally.
Perpetual pavements are in use since 1960 (Newcomb et al., 2001) in countries like the United States of America (USA)
and United Kingdom (UK). Experiences from the European countries have also shown that fully flexible pavement and semirigid pavement can be used as long life pavements (Ferne, 2006). The key idea of designing perpetual pavements is to eliminate the two most common structural failure conditions of pavements i.e. fatigue cracking and rutting. Fatigue cracking is
generally associated with layers having bound materials, while rutting is associated with both bound and unbound materials. The commonly used bound materials are bituminous mix, concrete, cement stabilized material, etc. The mechanistic
parameter which governs the fatigue cracking of a bound layer is the tensile strain at a specific critical location (mostly
the bottom) of the layer. When the tensile strain at the critical location is kept below a threshold value, the fatigue life of
that layer approaches infinity.
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Laboratory fatigue studies (Monismith, 1992; Ramakrishnan et al., 1989; Aramoon, 2014; Jitsangiam et al., 2016) and field
studies (Nunn et al., 1997; Nishizawa et al., 1997; Wu et al., 2004) confirmed the existence of an endurance limit for different
bound materials. These studies reported a wide range of endurance limit values (even for the same type of bound material),
which suggests that the endurance limit value is material specific and cannot be generalized. Another study by Witczak et al.
(2013) reported that the endurance limit value is dependent on the testing mode and conditions. As the endurance limit
value plays a critical role in designing a perpetual pavement, it should be chosen rationally. Hence, an extensive literature
review was undertaken to compare different methodologies adopted to determine the endurance limit of different bound
materials and to obtain suitable approaches for each specific bound material. The bound materials considered in this paper
are bituminous mix and hydraulically bound materials which include concrete and other stabilized materials.

2. Endurance limit (EL)
During the design life, most of the pavement structures do not experience the ultimate or failure load but is subjected to
cyclic loads with magnitudes much less than the ultimate load. The cyclic loading and unloading process gradually weakens
the material resulting in failure. This phenomenon is called fatigue. The repeated loading and unloading process generates
microscopic cracks in the material which later coalescence to form macro cracks leading to fracture of the material. The
entire fatigue life can be divided into three phases (Mazars, 1986, Bateman, 2012); Phase I- generation of micro cracks, Phase
II-coalescence of micro cracks to form macro cracks and Phase III-rapid crack propagation to cause failure. Out of the three
phases, phase II covers the majority of the fatigue life.
The number of load cycles to fatigue failure (known as fatigue life Nf) shows an inverse relationship with the applied load
level or stress level (S). The curve of log Nf vs S depicts a linear relationship between the variables, first reported by Wӧhler
(1860) for metals and therefore known as Wӧhler S/N curve (Fig. 1). This relationship holds true up to a certain stress level
below which the fatigue life tends towards infinity making the S/N curve flat. This stress level is termed as the endurance
limit at which the material can be subjected to an infinite number of load repetitions without failure. This marked the inception of the concept of endurance limit, later observed in many other materials.

3. Methods for determination of endurance limit of different bound pavement materials
The existence of the endurance limit provides an infinite or indeterminable fatigue life to the materials. As it is impossible
to test materials for infinite cycles, researchers adopt different threshold testing criteria, which rationally supports the existence of the endurance limit. A comprehensive review of the different methodologies used for determination of endurance
limit of bound materials is provided in the following sections.

3.1. Bituminous mix
3.1.1. Convergence method
Monismith and McLean (1972) observed that for bituminous mixes the log–log relationship between strain and the loading cycle converges at 5 million cycles at a strain value of 70 mƐ (Fig. 2). They proposed this strain value as the endurance
limit. The convergence shows that irrespective of the modulus value, all the bituminous mixes would have fatigue life in
excess of 5 million cycles, when the strain value is less than 70 mƐ. The fatigue behavior of bituminous mixes at low strain
level is different from that of high strain level. They proposed this strain value as the endurance limit. Similar convergence
was reported by Maupin and Freeman (1976).

Fig. 1. Typical Wӧhler S/N Curve.
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Fig. 2. Bituminous Mixes Fatigue Curve (Monismith and McLean 1972).

3.1.2. Extrapolation of fatigue life
As per the definition, endurance limit represents a stress/strain level which results in an infinite life, but practically it is
impossible to test any material for infinite life. Therefore, a practical threshold fatigue life should be set, which would be long
enough to justify the endurance limit concept. For perpetual pavement application, APA (2002) suggests a threshold fatigue
life of 40 years for pavement materials. Based on the estimation by Prowell et al. (2010), approximately 500 million standard
axles (MSA) loads can be expected on the pavement over a period of 40 years (long life). The Strategic Highway Research
Program (SHRP) suggests that for bituminous mixes, a laboratory fatigue life of 50 million load cycles in a strain controlled
test is equivalent to 500 MSA in the field, considering a shift factor of 10 (Leahy et al., 1995). Therefore, any strain value
which can result in a laboratory fatigue life of 50 million can be considered as an endurance limit. The laboratory fatigue
life of bituminous mixes refers to the load cycle corresponding to a 50% reduction of the initial modulus. The test is conducted in a strain controlled mode at a frequency of 10 Hz. Conducting laboratory fatigue test for 50 million cycles at the
standard testing frequency of 10 Hz would take more than 50 days for a single sample which is impractical for routine determination of endurance limit. Hence, different extrapolation techniques such as the exponential model (AASHTO T321),
power model (Shen and Carpenter, 2005), logarithmic model (Prowell and Brown, 2006), single-stage Weibull function
(Tsai et al., 2002), and three-stage Weibull function (Tsai et al., 2005) have been used to predict high fatigue lives at low
strain level from the data obtained from higher strain level testing, which is relatively less time consuming. Figs. 3–5 show
different extrapolation techniques being used to predict fatigue lives.

Fig. 3. Four methods of extrapolation using one data set (Prowell and Brown 2006).
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Fig. 4. Single stage Weibull Extrapolation (Prowell et al., 2010).

Fig. 5. Three stage Weibull Extrapolation (Prowell et al., 2010).

3.1.3. Ratio of dissipated energy change (RDEC) approach
Shen and Carpenter (2005) observed that the change in dissipated energy during fatigue testing could be used to predict
the fatigue life of bituminous mixtures. Dissipated energy is the amount of energy lost due to damage induced in the material during the loading and unloading process. They expressed the damage in terms of the ratio of dissipated energy change
(RDEC) shown in Eq. (1).

RDEC ¼

DEnþ1  DEn
DEn

ð1Þ

where
RDEC = ratio of dissipated energy change
DEn = dissipated energy produced in load cycle n
DEn+1 = dissipated energy produced in load cycle n + 1
A plot of RDEC vs loading cycles (Fig. 6) shows that the RDEC value decreases rapidly for the first few cycles and then
remains almost constant for a period where a consistent amount of dissipated energy is attributed to generating micro
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Fig. 6. Typical RDEC versus loading cycles plot and the indication of PV.

cracks. The RDEC value during this period (plateau region) is termed the plateau value (PV). The micro cracks coalesce to
form bigger cracks, leading to failure during which the RDEC value increases suddenly. The point that marks the sudden
increase in the RDEC signifies fatigue failure.
The PV and Nf (cycle corresponding to 50% modulus reduction) follows a unique relationship (Fig. 7) irrespective of mixture types, loading modes, frequency, and rest periods. The relationship even holds true for low strain fatigue testing which
could be used to find the endurance limit. Fatigue test can be carried out for 500,000 load cycles (LC), followed by a plot of
the RDEC-LC data to generate the unique PV-Nf curve. The LC corresponding to the intersection point is the fatigue life. HMA
mixtures with PV below 6.74e-09 was found to have very long fatigue lives. Therefore a PV of 6.74e-09 was suggested as the
threshold value for endurance limit behavior. Carpenter et al. (2003) recommended to use an advanced strain measuring
device for more accurate measurement of dissipated energy at low strain levels and to also reduce the chances of creep
due to measurement over a long time.
The RDEC approach does not consider the effect of rest period in its formulation. Underwood and Kim (2009) noticed this
drawback and suggested to update the PV depending upon the rest period using Eq. (2).

PV ¼ PV0 ðRP þ 1Þa

ð2Þ

where
PV0 = plateau value under continuous loading for the given strain amplitude and temperature for the mixture of interest
RP = rest period
a = mixture-dependent coefficient.
3.1.4. Healing approach
Many researchers (Carpenter et al., 2003; Bhattacharjee et al., 2009; Souliman, 2012; Witczak et al., 2013) observed that
during fatigue testing of bituminous materials at low strain levels, the damage behavior is significantly different compared to

Fig. 7. PV-Nf relationship (Shen and Carpenter, 2005).
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normal strain level testing attributed to a healing process. Healing is the capability of a material to self-recover its mechanical properties (stiffness or strength) lost due to damage during the loading process. It occurs during the unloading/ rest period. The existence of an endurance limit in HMA is a result of the change in the damage behavior which could not be
explained with traditional fatigue analysis but rather needs a different approach. Souliman (2012) and Witczak et al.
(2013) correlated damage to healing phenomenon for both beam fatigue and uniaxial fatigue tests to find endurance limits
for HMA mixes. The healing approach may broadly be divided into Healing Index method and Stress Stiffness method.
3.1.4.1. Healing index (HI) method. In an HMA fatigue test, the damage is monitored in the form of change in stiffness ratio
(SR) which is the ratio between the stiffness at any given cycle and the stiffness at the 50th cycle. For a typical test, the SR
value starts with 1 and gradually decreases to a value of 0.5 (failure criterion). The rate at which it will decrease depends on
the HMA mixture properties and rest period. A typical curve of SR vs number of cycles, with and without rest period is shown
in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8, the difference between the curves shows the effect of healing. A test at the endurance limit results in a horizontal
line indicating complete healing of damage caused during loading. Souliman (2012) developed a parameter called the Healing Index (HI), which is defined as the difference between the stiffness ratios (SR) for the tests with and without a rest period
at N* (number of cycles to failure for the test without rest period) given in Eq. (3).

HI ¼½SRa -SRb at N

ð3Þ

where
SRa = stiffness ratio with rest period
SRb = stiffness ratio without rest period
To find the endurance limit, all HI vs strain data are plotted (Fig. 9) for different temperatures and rest periods as it is
expected to have an effect on the endurance limit value. The strain value corresponding to a HI value of 0.5 is considered
as the endurance limit for that temperature and rest period. At an HI value of 0.5, SRa = 1.0 and SRb = 0.5.

Fig. 8. Typical SR vs No. of load cycles for tests with and without rest period (Witczak et al., 2013).

Fig. 9. Endurance limit determination at different temperatures based on HI (Souliman, 2012).
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Witczak et al. (2013) applied the same healing concept adopted in a beam fatigue test to uniaxial (tension–compression)
fatigue test. They replaced the stiffness parameter with a pseudo-stiffness to separate healing due to viscoelastic property of
mixture. To study the effect of healing due to the rest period, two parameters were introduced. The first parameter is called
the healing ratio difference (HRD) which is the arithmetic difference between the pseudo stiffness ratios with and without
the rest period measured at any number of cycles (given by Eq. (4)). The second one is termed the healing index (HI) which is
different from the HI parameter used in the beam fatigue test and defined as the healing ratio difference divided by the full
healing (1- PSRb) given by Eq. (5).

HRD ¼ ½PSRa  PSRb 
HI ¼

ðPSRa  PSRb Þ
ð1  PSRb Þ

ð4Þ
ð5Þ

where
PSRa = Pseudo stiffness ratio with rest period at loading cycle N
PSRb = Pseudo stiffness ratio without rest period at the same N
To determine the endurance limit, a regression model was developed to correlate PSR with factors like binder content, air
voids, rest period and tensile strain. The HI value is calculated using Eq. (5), where the desired PSR values are obtained from
the regression model by inserting a suitable value. The HI values are plotted against tensile strain values for different temperature and mixture conditions. The strain value corresponding to the HI value of 1.0 is considered as the endurance limit,
where complete healing happens in the rest period. This method can be used without using a PSR regression equation, but
the sample needs to be tested at a minimum of two different strain levels with and without a rest period at a constant temperature. The HRD is plotted against the strain value and the strain value at HRD = 0.5 is the endurance limit.
3.1.4.2. Stiffness ratio (SR) method. In this method, a regression equation as described in Eq. (6) is developed to correlate SR
with different mixture properties (binder content, air void, etc.), testing parameters (strain, rest period) and loading cycle.
The strain value corresponding to an SR value of 1 (keeping all other parameters constant) is considered as the endurance
limit. Witczak et al. (2013) suggested that setting the SR value to 1 is a better approach than setting the HI to 0.5, as the
SR approach can be used for any number of load repetitions (N), but the HI approach can be used at N* only. Also, this method
has an advantage over the HI method as it can be used to find the endurance limit for the continuous test conditions.

SR ¼ f ðBG; AC; Va ; T;e; N; RPÞ

ð6Þ

where
BG is the binder grade, AC is the binder content, Va is the air voids, T is the temperature, e is the initial strain, N is the
number of load applications, RP is the rest period between load applications.
Similarly, for uniaxial fatigue tests, the regression equation is developed for PSR rather than SR. Fig. 10 indicates that for a
particular rest period and N, the PSR value decreases as the strain value increases. Thus the endurance limit is defined as the
strain level for which PSR = 1.0 (Witczak et al., 2013).
Singh et al. (2016) observed that the fatigue data obtained from 4 point bending beam testing is specimen dependent i.e.,
the result would vary with specimen geometry, whereas fatigue data derived from uniaxial testing truly represents material
characteristic rather than specimen property.
3.1.5. Continuum damage modeling
3.1.5.1. Simplified viscoelastic continuum damage (S-VECD) modeling. The S-VECD analysis of fatigue data involves in developing a constitutive model to find the relationship between stress and strain. To develop a simple linear elastic type equation,
the model replaces strain with pseudo-strain using the elastic–viscoelastic correspondence principle (Underwood et al.,
2010). The physical strain is converted to pseudo-strain through a convolution integral as given in Eq. (7). The model tracks
the development of micro damage (S) during fatigue testing through the reduction in pseudo-stiffness (C) (stress/pseudo
strain). The relationship between stress, pseudo-strain and internal damage is obtained using work potential theory as given
in Eq. (8).

eR ¼

1
ER

Z

t

Eðt  sÞ

0

where

eR = pseudo strain
e = physical strain

de
ds
ds

ð7Þ
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Fig. 10. Effect of strain and rest period of PSR as a function of the loading cycles (Witczak et al., 2013).

E(t) = LVE relaxation modulus
s = integration term
t = time
ER = reference modulus (taken as 1)

dS
¼
dt

@WR

@S

!a


a
1  2 dC
¼  eR
2
dS

ð8Þ

where

WR ¼ pseudo - strain energy density function ¼

1  R 2
e C
2

The relationship between C and S is unique and known as the damage characteristic curve (Fig. 11), which is independent
of loading mode, loading rate, and stress/strain amplitude and temperature (Underwood et al., 2010) as long as the material
is restricted to its elastic and viscoelastic behavior. In this approach, once the damage characteristic curve is developed
which generally takes the form of a power law (Eq. (9)) or an exponential form (Eq. (10)), a closed-form solution is developed
to predict the number of cycles to failure for a given strain input through different modes of loading. A fatigue life prediction
model developed by Hou et al. (2010) for controlled-strain direct tension cycle test with a power law damage model is given
by Eq. (11). The endurance limit can be obtained by solving Eq. (11) for a strain value that results in an Nf value of 50 million.
b

CðSÞ ¼ eaS

ð9Þ

Fig. 11. Comparison of damage characteristic curves (Underwood et al., 2010).
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CðSÞ ¼ 1  C11 SC12
Nf ¼
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ð10Þ

 
ðf r Þ 2a SfaaC12 þ1

2a


ða  aC12 þ 1ÞðC11 C12 Þa ðb þ 1Þ e0;pp ðjE jLVE Þ K1

ð11Þ

where
Nf = number of loading cycles at failure

a = damage evolution rate

fR = reduced frequency
Sf = damage parameter at failure
C11 and C12 = regression coefficient of the power model used to fit the C-S curve
b = correction factor based on the mean of strain amplitude
e0,pp = peak to peak strain amplitude
|E*|LVE = linear viscoelastic dynamic modulus at the particular temperature and frequency
K1 = calculated parameter depends on the time history of loading.
3.1.5.2. Smeared viscoelastic continuum damage modeling. The damage-only continuum approach does not consider the healing effect due to the rest period in the damage model formulation. Underwood and Zeiada (2014) observed that the rest period significantly reduces the damage development (Fig. 12) in bituminous mix due to the healing effect. Hence, they
proposed a new improved S-VECD model by smearing healing into the damage formulation to take the healing effect into
account. The laboratory fatigue life obtained using this model need not be transferred to a field value as required in the
damage-only approach. In this approach, fatigue endurance limit refers to a strain level which results in 500 million load
cycles i.e. highest number of load repetition expected in 40 years of life (Prowell et al., 2010).
3.1.5.3. Reduce cycle method. Christensen and Bonaquist (2009) developed a new continuum damage based approach using
the concept of the reduced cycle and effective strain. The use of reduced cycle as given in Eq. (12) in place of the damage
parameter (S) collapses the data at different temperature and strain values to a unique relationship (Fig. 13). This approach
includes the effective strain parameter in the reduced cycle formulation to account for the endurance limit.

Fig. 12. Comparison of pure damage and smeared healing damage characteristic relationships (Underwood and Zeiada, 2014).

Fig. 13. Typical damage ratio curves (Christensen and Bonaquist, 2009).
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!2a  2a 2
 
f0
jE jLVE
eE 4 1 5
NR ¼ NRini þ N
f
jE jLVE=0
e0 E
a T

ð12Þ

T0

where
NR = reduced cycle
NR-ini = initial value of reduced cycles, prior to the selected loading cycle
N = actual loading cycle
f0 = reference frequency (10 Hz suggested)
f = actual test frequency
|E*|LVE = initial (linear viscoelastic or LVE) dynamic modulus under given conditions
|E*|LVE/0 = reference initial (LVE) dynamic modulus (LVE modulus at 20 °C suggested)
a = continuum damage material constant with a typical value of about 2.0
eE = effective applied strain level, applied strain minus the endurance limit strain
eE0 = reference effective strain level (0.0002 suggested)
a(T/T0) = shift factor at test temperature T relative to reference temperature T0
To obtain the endurance limit, cyclic direct tension fatigue tests are performed at two strain levels and temperatures. The
value of C and the corresponding reduced cycle is calculated. The C value is calculated by using Eq. (13).

C¼

jE jn
jE jLVE

ð13Þ

where
|E*|n = damaged modulus at cycle n.
A regression equation is developed between C and NR, which generally takes the form as given by Eq. (14).

C¼

1þ

1


NR
K1

K2

ð14Þ

where
K1 = cycles to 50% damage (the fatigue half-life)
K2 = fitting parameter
A numerical optimization is performed to determine the suitable value of the endurance limit for which the R2 value of
the regression equation is maximized.
Underwood and Kim (2009) tried to incorporate healing into the reduce cycle approach through pulse loading but
observed that the testing time significantly increased.
3.1.6. Damage initiation approach
Endurance limit can also be defined as the strain value which will not develop any damage in the material i.e. the material
will operate in its elastic zone. Any strain value just above the endurance limit will initiate damage in the material. Hence
any strain value just below the damage initiation strain can be considered as the endurance limit. Based on this approach, the
following methods can be used to find the endurance limit of different bound material.
3.1.6.1. Pseudo-strain method. The idea of pseudo strain was first coined by Schapery (1984), which is a virtual parameter to
represent the actual physical strain in the elastic–viscoelastic correspondence principle. Using this principle, the constitutive
equation of nonlinear viscoelastic medium is converted to nonlinear elastic to eliminate the viscoelastic effect. Bhattacharjee
et al. (2009) used the pseudo strain parameter to determine the endurance limit of bituminous material. When a bituminous
material is subjected to a strain value less than the endurance limit, it operates within the elastic–viscoelastic range and
hence the plot between pseudo-strain (ƐR) and stress (Fig. 14) becomes a straight line (line of equality) (Nascimento,
2015). When damage occurs, the slope of the line of equality decreases and a loop between stress and pseudo-strain starts
to develop (Fig. 15). This approach requires an increasing strain amplitude uniaxial tension test to be performed on the sample. The strain value at which the loop develops, is considered as the endurance limit. This method is superior to the extrapolation method or RDEC approach, as it is less time consuming, fundamental and takes into account the visco-elastic nature
of HMA mixtures.
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Fig. 14. Stress–strain and stress-pseudo strain behavior for controlled-stress cyclic loading within the materiaĺs LVE range (Nascimento, 2015).

Fig. 15. Stress vs pseudo-strain at different strain levels (Bhattacharjee et al., 2009).

3.1.6.2. Soltani method. Soltani et al. (2006) developed a methodology using the uniaxial fatigue test to find the endurance
limit, where three stages of continuous loading without any rest period are considered (Fig. 16). In Stages I and III, the strain
level is kept below the endurance limit to avoid damage. During Stage II, a strain value exceeding the endurance limit is
applied to induce damage in the material. The difference in modulus at the end of Stages I and III represents true damage.
The strain value in Stage II is varied (Fig. 17) and the maximum strain value for which the modulus values at Stages I and III
are same, is considered as the endurance limit.

3.1.7. Back-calculation method
The endurance limit in the field has mostly come from the evaluation of in-service pavements which are performing well
without showing any sign of failure. During a study of existing pavements in the UK, Nunn et al. (1997) found that some

Fig. 16. Schematic of loading in Stages I, II, and III (Soltani et al., 2006).
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Fig. 17. Testing at specific strain levels to validate existence of the endurance limit (Soltani et al., 2006).

flexible pavements with thick bituminous layers (>180 mm) carried more than 100 million standard axles (MSA) and were
still in a good condition. It strongly supported the existence of an endurance limit in pavements. Similarly, in-service pavements in Japan (Nishizawa et al., 1997), with tensile strain value at the bottom of the bituminous layer of less than 200 mƐ did
not experience any bottom-up fatigue cracking that validates the endurance limit concept. Kansas pavements also did not
show any sign of bottom-up fatigue cracking at a tensile strain of 96–158 mƐ (Wu et al., 2004).

3.2. Hydraulically bound materials
3.2.1. Threshold fatigue life method
For concrete and other hydraulically bound materials, endurance limit is defined as a strain/stress value which provides
the material a threshold fatigue life. The following methods use this concept to find the endurance limit of different
materials.

3.2.1.1. Portland cement association (PCA) method. Fatigue studies on Portland cement concrete (PCC) samples by various
researchers as reported by Huang (1993) revealed that samples subjected to a stress ratio (SR) (flexural stress/static modulus
of rupture) of 0.45 did not fail, even after being subjected to 10 million load cycles (Fig. 18). Later, PCA (1984) declared this
value as the endurance limit value for concrete. In this method, 10 million load cycles is considered as the threshold fatigue
life.

Fig. 18. S/N curve for concrete (Huang, 1993).
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Fig. 19. Stress vs number of cycle (Ramakrishnan et al., 1989).

3.2.1.2. Two million cycle method. Ramakrishnan et al. (1989) defined the endurance limit for concrete as the stress level
below which it can withstand the threshold fatigue life of 2 million loading cycles. They observed that the sample which
did not fail within 2 million cycles, even sustained 4 million load cycles (Fig. 19). Therefore, fatigue tests were conducted
at different stress levels to develop S-N curves and the stress value at 2 million loading cycle was reported as the endurance
limit. Sobhan and Das (2007) adopted this approach for endurance limit determination of cement-fly ash stabilized recycled
crushed concrete aggregates.
3.2.1.3. One million cycle method. Jitsangiam et al. (2016) suggested that the strain value resulting a fatigue life of 1 million
cycles to be considered as the endurance limit as a laboratory fatigue cycle of 1 million is equivalent to 1.15  109 load repetitions in the field, using the laboratory-to-field shift factor of 1.218 as suggested by Austroads (2014). This method is applicable for cement stabilized materials in strain-controlled beam fatigue test.
3.2.2. Damage initiation approach
3.2.2.1. Otte method. Otte (1977) observed that the stress–strain behavior of cement treated materials in flexure (Fig. 20)
remain linear up to the critical loading condition, which is about 35% of the failure load and about 25% of the breaking strain.
This conditions can be considered as the endurance limit, because within this limit the material behaves as a lineally-elastic
material.
3.2.2.2. Envelope curve method. Aramoon (2014) studied the flexural fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced concrete and confirmed that fiber reinforced concrete has better post crack behavior than normal concrete. He observed that the sample
can take more load cycles at a lower intensity load even after the fatigue failure. If a curve is drawn by connecting the maximum deflection points of the load–deflection curve throughout the fatigue life, or even after failure, it resembles the static
load–deflection curve (Fig. 21). The curve is known as the envelope curve. This kind of observation was earlier reported by
Bahn and Hsu (1998).
The total amount of plastic deformation up to the failure of a sample depends on the load intensity (i.e. the lower the
stress level, the higher will be plastic deformation due to creep behavior). If the stress level is significantly lower, the envel-

Fig. 20. General stress–strain curve of cement treated material in flexure (Otte, 1977).
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Fig. 21. A typical load–deflection curve showing envelop curve (Aramoon, 2014).

Fig. 22. Envelop curve showing plateau region (Aramoon, 2014).

ope curve attains a plateau where the load–deflection curve becomes flat (Fig. 22). This point may be considered as the
endurance limit.
3.2.3. Back-calculation method
Parmeggiani (2012) conducted mechanistic back-analyses of some UK flexible composite pavements investigated by the
Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL) in 1996 (Parry et al., 1997) and found that those pavements where the tensile
strain ratio for the cemented layers was between 15% and 35% did not show any sign of fatigue failure, even after being subjected to more than 97 MSA repetitions.
4. Discussions
The following paragraphs critically discuss the various approaches adopted for determination of fatigue endurance limit
of bound materials.
The convergence of fatigue data reported by Monismith and McLean (1972) shows that there is a definite change in the
fatigue behavior of bituminous mixes at a low strain level of 70me, but the testing was limited to only 5 million cycles. Using
the laboratory to field fatigue life conversion factor of 10 as suggested by Leahy et al. (1995), 5 million cycles in the laboratory would result in 50 million cycles in the field. A field fatigue life of 50 million cycles might be very high during the time
period, when the Monismith and McLean (1972) tested the materials to be considered as long life, but recent data suggest
that at least 500 million cycles in the field is desirable to be regarded as long life (Prowell and Brown, 2006). Therefore in the
laboratory, fatigue testing for a longer duration (of at least 50 million cycle) is desirable to re-validate this concept.
Prowell and Brown (2006) tested a few materials up to 50 million cycles and used these data to validate different extrapolation techniques. The extrapolation techniques use the test data of relatively shorter duration for testing i.e.10 million
cycles, to obtain the strain value which would last for 50 million cycles. They observed that the Weibull function is the most
suitable model to extrapolate data at strain values close to and higher than the endurance limit, whereas a logarithmic model
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best suited fatigue data below the endurance limit. However, an extrapolation approach is not appropriate for this task, as it
is silent on the initial stiffness reduction data in the model.
Extrapolation techniques seem to be promising, but it may not be suitable for routine determination of the endurance
limit, as it is time consuming and not repeatable. Apart from consuming a lot of time in testing, extrapolation methods fail
to explain the underlying concept of changes in material behavior at the endurance limit. Therefore, alternative approaches
are needed, which are repeatable, less time consuming and could explain the intrinsic behavior of the material. This leads to
the development of new approaches like the RDEC method, healing method, continuum damage methods, and damage initiation methods etc. These methods focus on the intrinsic material behavior and seem to be better than extrapolation
methods.
The RDEC approach is simple to implement, but it is a time-consuming process as it requires a lot of tests to be carried out
at different strain levels to develop the PV vs Nf curve. The pseudo-strain approach has its own demerit, as it is visually challenging to identify the loop formation (Zeiada, 2012), which can even occur due to experimental difficulties or data noise. To
eliminate the subjective nature of this approach, Underwood and Kim (2009) suggested an alternate method using the
change in slope of the stress pseudo-strain graph to identify the damage. In this approach, theoretically a slope value of less
than 1 would indicate damage initiation, but practically considering specimen to specimen variability and data noise, a value
of 0.95 is recommended as the threshold value.
Underwood and Kim (2009) compared three methods i.e. RDEC, pseudo-strain and reduced cycle, and found that the
RDEC and pseudo-strain approaches predict similar results at two different temperatures, but the reduced cycle method predicts a higher value compared to other two methods. They observed that the endurance limit is not a fixed value, but rather a
function of different parameters such as healing, aging, temperature, and rate of loading, etc. In another study, Zeiada et al.
(2017) analyzed six different methods (i.e. healing method, S-VECD model, smeared healing with continuum damage model,
RDEC approach, pseudo-strain analysis method and reduced cycles method) and reported that each method results in a different endurance limit value as the definition of the endurance limit is different for each method. It is very difficult to regard
one of these methods as the most appropriate and therefore a field verification is needed for further judgment. For bituminous mixtures, apart from the methods followed to determine the endurance limit, mixture properties (i.e. binder content,
binder type, air voids etc.), temperature and the rest period in a loading cycle have a significant impact on the endurance
limit value (Witczak et al., 2013). Therefore, the endurance limit value cannot be generalized for the bituminous mixtures
and rather each mixture should be tested separately.
Apart from the mixture properties and temperature, mode of testing has a significant impact (Witczak et al., 2013) on the
endurance limit value. It is suggested to use beam fatigue test rather than the uniaxial test for endurance limit determination
because
a) The uniaxial test is more time consuming, requires greater precision while performing the test to avoid premature failure and greater attention during analysis,
b) The current mechanistic pavement design and analysis systems use flexure strain data.
Unlike bituminous materials, not much research has gone into finding of the endurance limit of hydraulically bound
materials. The existing methods described in Section 3.2, hint towards the existence of an endurance limit but does not provide strong evidence in support of it. The two million cycle method is derived from fatigue testing of PCC (up to four million
loading cycles), which may not be considered sufficient enough to support the existence endurance limit. One million cycle
method seems to be reasonable, but the shift factor should be decided carefully considering the high exponent value of 12.
The envelope curve has been developed for fiber reinforced concrete as it can sustain load after failure due to the presence of
fibers and therefore it may not be suitable for PCC or stabilized materials which exhibit brittle behavior.
Also, the approaches developed for bituminous mixes may not be directly applied to hydraulically bound materials as the
former is a viscoelastic material and the latter a quasi-brittle material. Extrapolation techniques are time consuming but can
be used for early research to establish the endurance limit. Healing approach is not suitable for hydraulically bound material
as these material do not exhibit any healing property. Also, the effect of the rest period or loading frequency on the fatigue
life of hydraulically bound materials is insignificant. The approach used in the pseudo-strain method can be used by simply
replacing the pseudo-strain with the physical strain, as the pseudo-strain parameter is used only to eliminate the viscoelastic
effect. The underlying theme of the pseudo-strain approach is to find out the strain value, which initiates damage in the
material. Therefore methods which are based on the same approach used in the pseudo-strain method may be considered
suitable for hydraulically bound materials too. Different techniques used for metal fatigue testing, like the thermographic
method, acoustic or ultrasonic methods to detect damage may also be explored to determine the endurance limit of bound
materials.

5. Conclusions
The design of perpetual pavement is based on the concept of endurance limit and therefore it should be chosen judiciously
for a rational design approach. Different methods used to determine the endurance limit of bound material have been
reviewed and it is found that each method is unique in its own way. The definitions of the endurance limit used in these
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methods are different, but the central idea of endurance limit is the same. Each method yields a different endurance limit
value, even for the same material. It is difficult to consider a method as the most suitable method, but methods such as
the healing approach and pseudo-strain approach can be favored over extrapolation methods during the routine determination of the endurance limit. Field verification is needed to decide which method provides accurate values of this endurance
limit.
Hydraulically bound layers are common in designing long life composite pavements. Though these materials have shown
signs of the presence of an endurance limit, the existing methods have failed to give sufficient evidence to confirm the claim.
Further research is needed to study these materials in depth to develop a methodology for the determination of the endurance limit. Use of hydraulically bound material in perpetual pavement would further popularize the concept of perpetual
pavements in developing countries like India as it would facilitate the use of marginal materials in pavement construction.
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